years, a congregation of nuns, local ecclesiastics, military leaders, and even Emperor Charles V regularly viewed an apparently unconscious nun speaking in a low-register voice and using the rst person to retell the biblical narrative and expand on theological doctrine. To add to the impact of these visionary sermons, the sermons included wildly dramatic descriptions of the events taking place in heaven on key days in the liturgical calendar. Rebeca Sanmartín Bastida has categorized both Juana and her direct contemporary, the visionary María de Santo Domingo, as creating a kind of "trance theater" [teatro del trance]. Juana did not participate in the theatrical episodes, unlike María; instead, Jesus spoke through her concerning episodes in which Christ, Mary, the angels, and the saints enacted the festive version of heaven that many late medieval Christians imagined -eating, drinking, playing games, dancing -with the novel addition of elaborate allegorical pageants ( guras) intended to present and reinforce theological and moral precepts.
Ecclesiastical support for a woman preacher presenting innovative theology in public during the early decades of the Inquisition is even more surprising since Juana's "semi-autobiography" claims that she experienced a sex change before birth and indicates that she had bodily signs of gender ambiguity, including an Adam's apple. The appearance of secondary sex characteristics of both types seems at rst reading to indicate either androgyny or hermaphroditism, which in the sixteenth century evoked on the one hand the monstrously incomplete (neither male nor female) or, on the other, absolute plenitude (both male and female). The principal scholars of Juana's work have all analyzed Juana's gender ambiguity as formative for her theology. Ronald Surtz suggests that Juana's androgyne experience led her to consistently emphasize the feminine aspects of male authority gures such as Jesus or St. Francis. María del Mar Graña Cid, in a carefully argued and extensive article on the "femininity" of Jesus in Juana's writing, proposes that Juana's repeated "mixing of genders" [mezcla de géneros] served a protofeminist purpose of "making visible the feminine" in Christianity. It may have been possible for a visionary to exert a kind of androgynous authority based on medieval assumptions that the soul itself was androgynous; that is, spiritual authority could quite logically be lived out in androgynous corporeality, as the body would then match the soul.
However, I argue in this article that "androgyny" and "mixing of genders," while important aspects of Juana's gender presentation, are not su cient explanations for her lived experience, nor fully representative of the nonbinary yet highly gendered portrait of heaven presented through-by God at the behest of the Virgin Mary. In Juana's account, Mary had asked God to restore a failing Marian beatario to prominence; God responded by changing the gender of the fetus in the womb of Juana's mother, so that the fetus would be born in the correct gender in order to enter the convent and lead it out of its decline:
And the all-powerful God responded very lovingly [to Mary]: "My mother, [there is] at this moment a male that I have begun to make, in whom I wanted to put a great part of my grace . . . and for love of you, Lady, I will change him into woman [to accomplish] this work that you ask [of me] . . . and the blessed Juana de la Cruz was at that moment in the womb of her mother starting to be made male, [and God] made her woman as [an] all-powerful [God] could and can do. And his Divine Majesty did not want to take away the knot that she had in her throat so that it would be a testament to the miracle. And when [God] changed her into a woman she did not yet have the spirit of life, and the powerful God protected her from the dangers that other creatures often have happen to them in the wombs of their mothers. (Vida y n, fol. v) Juana's prominent Adam's apple is adduced as a sign that this gender change was "made" by God; Surtz describes it as an "emblem of a divinely determined androgyny." This episode, coming as it does at the beginning of Juana's semi-autobiography, con rms female authority in heaven by depicting Mary as an interlocutor with God, but also reinforces Juana's authority by demonstrating that the abbess's rank, and concomitantly her public sermons, were a result of God's intentional intervention. A mere two chapters after this remarkable miracle of regendering, Juana continues on to another episode of gender variation, this time according to the cultural construction of gender beyond just its bodily basis. Juana recounts her decision to ee her childhood home in male clothing in order to reach the convent of Santa María de Cubas in safety and enter as a novitiate. This sequence evokes various medieval hagiographic accounts of cross-dressing female saints who usually resorted to male clothing in order to maintain a vow of abstinence rather than enter an arranged marriage, as well as the secular "portraits of women" books popular in the early sixteenth century around Europe that often presented cross-dressing women as "virile, courageous, and magnanimous." Notably, this episode was also included in the rst biography of Mother Juana, written and revised by an in uential Franciscan, Antonio de Daza, in the early seventeenth century. As described in the Vida y n, Juana changed back into female clothing as soon as she arrived at the convent, sheltering next to its towering walls while she put on her dress. When she walked up to the door in her "proper" apparel, the Marian image on the door of the convent welcomed her with a direct salutation, saying, "Congratulations, welcome to my house. Enter in happily, as you were raised for this." This initial moment of direct contact between Juana and Mary -when the Marian image a rmed Juana's entrance into the religious house after changing costume -likewise conrmed that Juana's choice to take on or put o societal gender markers was an acceptable spiritual tactic if restoring Mary's convent was the result.
According to her semi-autobiography, then, Juana comfortably inhabited multiple gender dynamics, ranging from being transgendered as a fetus while retaining a male secondary sex characteristic, to cross-dressing, to voice register changes when Jesus gave sermons through her enraptured body, all of which experiences she claimed to be authorized by the Virgin Mary and enabled by God. These gender dynamics were central to the construction of Juana's authority in her Marian convent -she was born female to be its abbess -while also giving Juana a platform from which she could preach, or rather by which Jesus could speak through her.
It is notable that the last of these dynamics, speaking as Jesus, produced the highest claim to authority in her time, that is, public preaching by a woman. In her era in Italy and Spain, some women known as "living saints" were granted a certain public authority for prophetic preaching, yet Juana is unique for claiming to channel Jesus over the course of thirteen years. As a claim, it has strong parallels with a variety of religions from around the world in which women regularly seek out "spirit possession." In these religions, women often channel male divinities or spirits and speak with low voices, achieving a level of male authority while embodying the divinity in the form of a female. Medieval Christians, however, faced the conundrum as to whether such an experience should be categorized as an enraptured experience given by God, or possession by a demon; evidently, Juana's audience, not to mention the Inquisition, would have rejected her visions had they believed her to be possessed. Since Juana's case might seem to evoke a broad category in the study of religion yet her fellow Castilians would have considered such a term highly suspect, it is thus essential to probe carefully how such a nonbinary set of gendered claims to channel the divine would have been evaluated and recognized by Juana's audience in sixteenth-century Castile, in particular the unique claim to gender transformation in the womb that left a mark of the original gender on Juana's body.
"Born this way": Contextualizing Juana's gender in premodern medicine and culture To aid us in understanding Juana's authority as a woman preacher voicing a male divine, I turn to two crucial contexts: medical and cultural understandings of gender variance in Renaissance Castile, and the ways in which medieval and Renaissance mystical authors used gender-uid language to express direct contact with the divine. Careful attention to how Juana both correlates with -yet inverts -her era's most common forms of "gender transformations" both secular and sacred will serve not simply to mark her as a distinctive case study, but also to highlight certain questions concerning gender and sexuality that then pervade her visions.
First, it is worth considering what a change of sex in the womb would have meant according to the reigning medical constructs of the era, for Juana's prenatal transformation is not the case of a miraculous change in DNA from XY to XX. For that matter, it di ers from cases of hermaphroditism and changes in gender at the age of puberty (through the testicles dropping) that were rare but periodically assessed by theologians and Inquisitorial courts in the medieval and early modern era. Instead, fetal development as it was understood not only by medieval doctors but more generally in cultural assumptions is a critical source for understanding how Juana's fellow religious might have understood her birth miracle, that is, how Juana was "born this way." Medieval physicians and scientists followed Galenic humoral theory, de ning all living creatures as combinations balanced between certain amounts of cold and heat, dryness and moisture. In this medical theory, all human fetuses began as collection of uids which, if properly heated, would form (or harden) within forty-ve days into a male, at which point the soul would be joined to the body. Otherwise the body would remain more moist and cool, only being organized into a female between fty-ve and eighty days after conception. As Joan Cadden has noted: Heat . . . was the most fundamental physical di erence between the sexes. . . . It is their greater heat that allows men to make their nutritive super uities into hair and beards. . . . Indeed, from the very beginning, males are warmer than females, which is one of the reasons male embryos grow more quickly in the womb.
In addition, certain aspects of the environment were assumed to contribute to gendering the fetus, including where in the uterus it developed (the right side is warmer, aiding digestion that nourishes males), and the quantity and quality of male sperm (stronger sperm heats the fetus more quickly). In other words, pace Simone de Beauvoir, in the Middle Ages being female (cool/moist) was the baseline; being male was something one becomes with su cient heat.
As we saw in the dialogue quoted above between God and Mary, God promised to intervene in Juana's mother's womb where a male was being "made" before the process was nalized and the "spirit of life" was added, that is, before the soul was joined to the body at forty-ve days. The medical result of this divine decision would have been to undo the heating sequence and return the fetus to a cooler, more uid, and disorganized state. And in fact, as a mark of the miracle, God intentionally left intact a male secondary sex characteristic, yet it is of note that the marker was a "knot in the throat" rather than a beard, which according to humoral theory would have disappeared with the reduction of heat in the womb. In fact, Juana's masculine-of-center gender presentation, while clearly unusual enough to require justi cation for her Adam's apple in the rst folios of her semiautobiography, distinguishes her from other medieval examples of women with masculine traits, such as bearded female saints like Wilgefortis or Santa Librada, whose hagiographies describe the miraculous growth of beards that served to preserve their vows of virginity at the advent of arranged marriages. In this birth miracle, Juana claims a unique origin for her life as a female with a male Adam's apple, an origin which ultimately goes beyond the "gender mixing" terminology proposed by Graña Cid to a complete "gender reversal." Indeed, this birth miracle could usefully be considered a "divinely ordained sexual reassignment surgery," one more holistic than twenty-rst century surgical interventions, for this alteration would not only have a ected her genitals but indeed qualitatively shifted Juana's entire body into a cooler, uid formation that would impact her for the rest of her days.
To consider this gender reversal more carefully, in premodern thinking, not only did an overall combination of heat/dryness or cold/moisture pertain to whether a fetus remained female or turned male, but all persons throughout their lives fell within a range of variations in exactly how hot/ dry or cold/moist they were. These variations a ected overall personality and character: Women who were midrange rather than extremely cold or moist exhibited more masculine characteristics, ranging from higher intelligence to secondary sex characteristics such as facial hair. It is true that nonfemininity was considered unattractive, and indeed, in the case of overly hairy women, hilarious or monstrous, and Hispanists have explored various instances of what queer theorist Halberstam terms "female masculinity" and Renaissance Castilians termed "mujer varonil" found in Inquisition case les and sixteenth-century literature. However, in this era, a less overtly feminine gender presentation was not primarily a choice that could be critiqued for nonconformity but rather was an innate characteristic based on humoral balance from the fetal stage throughout life, often associated with the astrological sign the woman was born under or the weather patterns in her home region, south or north. In other words, during Juana's era, gender identity, secondary sex characteristics, and intellect all t under the rubric of nature, not nurture.
While scholars have generally used this birth miracle to designate Juana as androgynous, I suggest that the gender-reversing miracle in which she is "unmade" from male into female but retains a visible male secondary sex characteristic produced what could be either termed a "trans" or "intersex" body. When intersex was introduced as a term in the early twentieth century, it was basically synonymous with the premodern understanding of hermaphroditism. Now, however, intersex is applied to many cases beyond the medieval de nition of dual genitalia, including the question of ambiguous genitalia that, starting in the mid-twentieth century in the West, were operated on surgically in order to produce genitalia that conformed to one or another binary gender. Intersex also can refer to nonvisible bodily sources that might produce ambiguous genitalia, such as nonresponsiveness to certain hormones or a genotype of XXY. In the case of Juana, the reorganization of her body from hot and dry to moist and cool in the womb could evoke some of these contemporary medical aspects of intersex, while the presence of a secondary sex characteristic of the initial gender might produce the ambiguity that has led to controversial surgical interventions to assign gender to intersex persons.
Turning to the term "transgender," some contemporary theorists distinguish between transgender as those who seek surgical reassignment and intersex as those with ambiguous genitalia who reject having their sex chosen for them by the medical establishment after birth. However, many theorists use "trans" as a term for a far wider range of individuals than simply those who seek surgical reassignment, and in my view it is the most capa-cious rubric to express Juana's experience of gender change while retaining a trace of the initial gender. For example, Gayle Salamon proposes a de nition of "transgenderism or transsexuality" as "a region of being in which the subject is not quite unitary and not quite the combination of two di erent things. . . . It can be thought by itself, yet has been unnameable." A nun whose original gender was tailored by God in order to achieve a particular devotional end and whose miraculous transformation is marked on her body through a mixing of secondary sex characteristics is surely neither unitary nor fully combined. Nor, however, is she simply androgynous.
Mystical transgendering
It is clear that Juana's leadership, due to rather than despite her masculine attributes and deep preaching voice, would have registered on a gender continuum that, while not lauded, was at least recognizable in Renaissance Spain. Another critical context for Juana's authority is the way in which medieval and Renaissance Christians made use of a functional rather than biological understanding of gender in their mystical and spiritual texts. Marian Rothstein has recently proposed "functional gender" as a useful term for the oft-analyzed medieval tendency to describe gender as a constellation of qualities in which any given individual can participate more or less fully:
Functional gendering may ascribe qualities to a given person generally associated with, or as in the case of nursing [lactating] , seemingly physically grounded in, a body with the opposite sex. Again, such gendering is not embodied, and its classi cation is neither totalizing nor permanent.
The cultural understanding of gender as functional rather than innate in the Middle Ages opened up the possibility of a gender continuum in mystical and visionary texts, particularly in relation to the active/passive binary assigned to men/women. Many scholars have analyzed the frequency with which medieval mystics resorted to a kind of "mystical transgendering," in which they voiced their experience of the divine through language that situates the mystic, and sometimes even God, in a di erent gender.
For example, the abbot and mystic Bernard of Clairvaux posited himself under the guise of the feminine, waiting passively for God to actively pursue contact with him. Inversely, Hadewijch of Antwerp and other female Beguines of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries wrote prose and poetry imagining themselves as knights ardently pursuing the attention of God, their lady love. Hispanist Anne J. Cruz has identi ed this mystical transgendering as an important strand of Golden Age Spanish mysticism in the writings of Teresa of Avila and John of the Cross, tracing its source to the medieval Italian mystic Angela of Foligno, whose Memoriale was translated into Spanish at the behest of Cisneros in , early in Juana's career. The justi cation for these mystical gender dynamics is that individuals in their quotidian life are too dependent on limited categories of human thinking and imagining -only by inverting those categories most crucial to identity could the mystic get beyond the framework of daily life and be open to an encounter with a divine in nitely more grand than any human could imagine.
The exibility of gender in relation to the divine, then, was not only extensively supported throughout medieval Europe, but was speci cally available in Juana's era. I argue, however, that a strategy of linguistic transgendering as a mystical method to move outside normal categories of life and thought in order to be more open to divine interaction is qualitatively di erent from a divine male taking over the voice of a nun who displayed secondary sex characteristics of both genders. Likewise, the questions that arise as a result of Juana's gender experience are di erent from a woman mystic poetically taking on the role of a knight or naming God as a lady of the court, and in fact these questions point to the need for a dramatic rethinking of our common conceptions of gender dynamics, based on Juana as a case study.
To wit, if Jesus takes over Juana's voice while she is unconscious, how bodily an experience is this, and what sort of binary or nonbinary gender experience is at work? Is Jesus making Juana male, as indicated by the low register voice? Is a female body the vessel for the male divine, or is the divine at this moment female? Is the audience "seeing God" in an unconscious female, or only hearing Jesus? And what about the fact that we only have records of these sermons because several female amanuenses were designated as her scribes (since Juana spoke but did not write during her sermons)? Is Jesus female by being written by women? Further, as discussed above, the principal amanuensis, María Evangelista, was reportedly illiterate until miraculously given the power to write, speci cally in order to transcribe these sermons which were later organized by a male Franciscan advisor or priest to the convent. If the male divine has empowered an illiterate woman to write down the male divine's speech uttered through the masculine-of-center nun's low voice, what kind of gendering is at work here? Indeed, what can one ultimately say about an author whose gender expression not only transgresses binaries but relies on a collectivity of female scribes and male editors to e ectively channel a male divine -a "mystical assemblage," as it were? I present the above in the form of questions to indicate the radical repositioning concerning de nitions of gender that can occur when Juana's biography is probed. However, rather than attempting to de ne Juana herself as a particular gender, in this article I am interested in using what one might call her "gender continuum performance" (pace Butler) as a cue for considering the gender performance not of other humans, but of the divine. In short, the twelve hundred pages of El libro del conorte are lled with glorious heavenly festivities that indicate that Juana herself was far more fascinated with divine nature as manifestly and diversely gendered than with probing her own identity. Given how rooted the topoi of classical theology (Christology, de nitions of sin, anthropology) are in notions of gender and sexuality, the fact that Juana seems to have problematized gender binaries in her own life would have had considerable implications for her theological proposals.
Having proposed the categories trans and intersex in order to parse the miracles and episodes presented as justi cation in the Vida y n for Juana's role as abbess and visionary preacher, the rest of my discussion takes Juana's gender variance as a cue to consider how such terms as trans, intersex, genderqueer, and bigender can help assess the gender uidity found in the divine and in heaven in Conorte. To start with a perhaps unexpected topic, throughout the medieval period, angelology had been an important theological topic a ording theologians a way to x more precisely the boundary between human and divine. In my view, Juana subverts this tradition of boundary-making through angelology by identifying slippage within the gender expression usually attributed to angels, a slippage that ultimately parallels and indeed vindicates the extraordinary episodes of nonbinary gender within her own life.
Radicalizing the gender of angels and Mary
The theorist and historian of early modern mysticism Michel de Certeau notes that the gure of "The angel . . . bypasse [d] at once the di erence of time (the past and the future), of species (the bestial and the celestial), and of sex (he is bisexual, androgynous)." De Certeau drew many of his insights from the Spanish mystics who published during the half century after Juana's death; I suggest that in the case of Juana, angels provide a counter-point to the personages of Jesus (fully human, fully divine) and Mary (fully human, assumed body and soul into heaven) that enables theological re ection on the genderqueer nature of heaven.
Angels were important intercessory gures in the Middle Ages, as was Mary, Juana's principal champion. Juana's own mysticism was interwoven with interactions with angels, following in the footsteps of other premodern mystics and spiritual leaders, as well as Castilian Franciscans who led the reform movement of the fteenth century. In addition to receiving apparitions of Mary and voicing Jesus, Juana regularly interacted with her guardian angel Laruel (or Laurel). Laruel is a crucial gure in the semiautobiography and the conventual record book: according to them, Juana rst preached at Laruel's behest, and received certain teachings and visions directly from Laruel, not Mary or Jesus. Although Laruel does not appear by name in the sermons collected in Conorte, angels take leading roles: they appear in every single sermon, often in groups, whether participating with the saints and beati ed in the heavenly pageants, or distinguished by rank according to Pseudo-Dionysius's classic hierarchy.
Angels as intercessors were of great interest in theological speculation -how could an angel appear to, engage with, or act on behalf of humans? Scholastics such as Aquinas and Bonaventure (titled the Angelic and Seraphic Doctors, respectively) pondered the many rami cations of angelic nature, including both their corporeality generally speaking and their gender more speci cally. So too did one of the popular books of medieval Catalan spirituality circulating in translation in medieval Castile and then printed shortly after the introduction of the printing press, Francesc Eiximenis's lengthy Book of the Holy Angels (Libro de los santos angeles). Bonaventure, Eiximenis, and others concluded that angels, created at the rst moment when heaven, matter, and time appeared, were noncorporeal beings. They therefore existed in space only because it was a proper ordering of creation for them to do so, not because of their intrinsic nature. Once angelic incorporeality was assumed, scholars began probing the possibility that, although incorporeal, angels were nevertheless material. For our purposes it is important to note that Bonaventure (and therefore the Franciscan tradition of which Juana was a part) advocated hylemorphism, arguing that "angels are made of both form and some kind of [spiritual] matter." Eiximenis, for example, suggested that angels "make" bones, nerves, etc., by condensing air. The condensed air when mixed with other elements ( re, water, earth) then provides various "accidental" forms, such as color of wings, gender, and age.
Of considerable interest to our theme, most medieval Christians imagined angels in (problematic) relation to a binary gender scheme. The Bible had described angels as male, and many medieval Christians followed this lead; for example, boys were cast in the parts of angels in an Easter play in Segovia, Spain in the early sixteenth century. Medieval artists were more ambiguous on this point, however, in an echo of the "mixing of genders" attributed to Juana by one scholar. Altarpieces tended to represent angels as male with small, feminized facial features, such as small chins, and with colorful wings, yet angels were also often clothed in highly masculine warrior raiment. These representations would have been familiar to Juana's audience: as we see in gure , the altarpiece commissioned in the s for the Old Cathedral in Salamanca features images of angels of indeterminate gender ministering to Jesus. Finally, medieval theologians considered angels the ideal of beauty, a point often associated with women on a human level but idealized in relation to the category of feminized male angels.
I argue that Juana's sermons provide a dramatic forum for assessing these theological issues about angelic corporeality. In one sermon, she a rms directly that angels do not have bones or esh, but do have wings, thus indicating that wings are the crucial marker of what it is to be an angel (Conorte no. , ). Juana's angels in fact seem to be corporeal on some level, as they are described as kissing each other on the cheek or chest, even daring to kiss Jesus directly on the mouth (no. , ). A corollary medieval question concerning corporeality was whether angels could eat; Juana proposes that they do, repeatedly, at the feasts described in every sermon, whether from the muni cent platters set out on groaning tables or Eucharistically taking food directly from Jesus's wounds (e.g., no. , ; no. , ; see also g. ). Juana's representation of angels gorging themselves and fortifying themselves with strong liquor before dancing and kissing, which from a contemporary viewpoint might seem to be an inordinately sexualized view of heaven, would according to medieval angelology have been within the range of acceptable angelic behavior despite the fact that Juana's representation of angelic behavior is far more carnivalesque than was typical.
Given Juana's focus on angelic bodies in physicalized relation to one another and to Jesus, it is not surprising that she further explores a gender continuum as part of her representations of angelic interactions. In one case, she incorporates angels into a gendered schema such that they might even be classi ed as a "third gender," a term medievalists normally reserve for chaste monks, eunuchs, or women who transcend their societal gender roles. In the nal sermon of Conorte, Juana ruminates on a third gender in heaven rather than earth: she proposes that males are a symbol for God the Father, females for Jesus, and angels for the Holy Spirit. According to her, these celestial interactions between male, female, and angel in fact pattern the Triune God: "Man and woman and angel can never stop living and being permanently forever . . . in heaven, all three yoked together . . . in one love and yoke (union) and charity (love) and will, praising . . . God three and one . . . who created them alive and similar to him" (no. , ). In Juana's creation narrative, angelic nature plus two human genders create a tripartite image of a tripartite divine, and thus are in permanent association with each other.
Juana dramatically extends her interest in angelic materiality and angelic gender through considering their de ning characteristic, wings, in a provocative scene in sermon . Here she returns to the more traditional gendering of angels as male but transgresses binary gender assumptions in order to posit the existence of trans or intersex gures in the heavenly world. The sermon, entitled "The Angels Went before Jesus," begins with Jesus and Mary ying through heaven together, a tender mother-and-son scene that the angels abruptly interrupt to ask Jesus to give them access to Mary in order to adore her during her feast day (no. , ). When Jesus refuses their request, the angels initiate an extended ght with the devils over the souls held in hell (knowing that they cannot win on their own) in the hopes of forcing Jesus to send Mary to help them out ( ). After the battle between the angels and demons rages on for numerous years, God the Father turns to Jesus, reprimands him for his sel shness in not sharing Mary when asked, and orders him to release Mary so that she can intervene ( ). Mary arrives at the ght scene by ying from heaven with angel's wings, and it is here that the genderqueer nature of the afterlife becomes apparent. When Mary arrives, the souls in hell see her wings and assume she is an angel: "they saw her coming ying, in the guise of a resplendent angel" ( ). Following the typical medieval assumption that angels are male, the souls call out to her saying "sir" [Señor] . Mary has to clarify to them that she is a woman: "Don't call me Sir, I am a woman and not an angel, and the Mother of God" ( ). When the souls ask how, as a human, she could have angelic wings, Mary responds that she is an "Angelina" [little female angel], thus complicating any clear distinction between angel and human, much less placing the angels on one side of a binary gender system.
In other words, in this extensive episode in sermon , a female saint, the mother of God, insists on her femaleness despite displaying the secondary sex characteristics, the wings, of angelic beings who were often represented as feminized males or, in Juana's sermon , as a third gender, in order to perform the function usually reserved for the divine, the salvation of souls that the angels cannot accomplish on their own. In this sermon's account of the drama of heaven and hell, the angels and Mary are apparently gendered more strongly along binary lines than in the previous sermon discussed, but in such a manner that the physical markings of one side of the binary can be added and taken o by a member of the other side of the binary. This results in a trans or intersex gure, the Virgin Mary, who transcends the capacities normally ascribed to one gender -and even to human nature, such as taking on Jesus's salvi c role. Medieval traditions concerning Mary's dormition and assumption posited her as unique among humans as the only one assumed body and soul into heaven at her death, yet here she seems unique in heaven for the ability to utilize the secondary sex characteristics of a heavenly being that by de nition does not fall within dual genders. In Juana's sermon, this expansive gender continuum becomes a tool to permit a human to enact a divine role. Interestingly, however, the apparent mutability of Mary's body does not seem to raise concern for Juana's audience, as it was transcribed in the manuscript without additional justi cation.
Caroline Walker Bynum has repeatedly emphasized in her scholarship that change in material substance, including bodies, was a central concern in the Middle Ages into the early modern era, as substantial change or partible bodies at once evoked the hope of salvation and the fear of degeneration. In Juana's genderqueer heaven, it is notable that the additive body parts expand gender and aid in salvation, rather than causing distress. In fact, Juana's portrayal of Mary as putting on and taking o a secondary sex characteristic echoes the idea of bodily extension found in Merleau-Ponty's theory of embodied phenomenology, drawn on in turn by Salamon in her trans theory, in which objects such as a walking stick or a tie can help create or extend the gender of a body. Contemporary theorists generally consider biological primary sex characteristics to be immutable yet unseen, while secondary sex characteristics are often more visible, and in combination with clothing choices and other "accessories," make gender legible to others. Mary's adding or removing an angelic sex characteristic as one might a pair of suspenders or a gender-speci c riding costume plays with how gender is socially constructed (and, I would argue, challenges some of the di erences identi ed by twenty-rst-century activists between cross-dressing and trans).
Crucially, this episode of Mary as "Angelina" echoes Juana's own transgender miracle. According to Juana's semi-autobiography, Mary's request inspired the divine gender change in the womb, while Mary's author-ity con rmed the validity of the cross-dressed ight to the convent. In this sermon, Mary saves the day for the angels and the souls they are rescuing from hell in a manner that might seem more likely to be attributed to Jesus, and she does so by putting on the trappings of be-winged angelic masculinity. For that matter, Mary's role in saving souls through the acquisition of secondary sex characteristics of another (or third) gender might have served to justify another of Juana's claims in her semi-autobiography, that she had directly interceded for souls in purgatory by taking on their su ering in her body. While Juana's description does not involve ying down into the depths of purgatory as Mary had to hell, there are extraordinary similarities between "Señor" Mary's saving power and Juana's ability to use her female body with its male Adam's apple on behalf of souls in pain.
Attention to the role of angels in Juana's allegorical pageants thus helps to identify a continuum between female humanity, angelic feminized masculinity, and the divine that must direct our attention to a continuum, rather than an abyss, between purely human and purely divine. Not only does this move a rm that gender uidity is possible in the afterlife, but it also provocatively proposes that, if Mary could do it, other humans might be able to travel along the grayscale and transcend their own human nature to become a wee bit angelic, that is, "angelin@s" or "angelinx."
Jesus: Reshaping the gender binary
While Juana's spiritual authority within her convent was predicated on her regular interaction with the Virgin Mary, her authority to preach sermons was based on the general belief that it was not she who was speaking, but rather Jesus through her. It is thus particularly intriguing that it is Juana's presentation of Jesus (or Jesus's self-presentation through the voice of the rapt Juana) in which the gender uidity at the heart of Juana's celestial court is most evident. While Graña Cid has focused in particular on the "femininity of Jesus" in Juana's sermons, some of Graña Cid's argument is based on contemporary essentialized views that associate discussions of beauty and delicacy with the female gender. However, medieval theologians associated beauty and delicacy with the idealized body whether male or female, and, as we saw above, classi ed beauty as a central characteristic of angelic nature, not of human bodies. I provide here the episodes that, although reviewed by Graña Cid in support of her discussion of Juana's intervention in the fteenth-century "Querella de las mujeres," can also point beyond the "revindication" of women to a more general queering of gender.
One of the rst indications that Juana's Jesus might be particularly concerned with questions of gender occurs in sermon on the episode of his circumcision. Here, Jesus argues that baptism supersedes circumcision because it is more egalitarian since both men and women undergo it. He follows this by an unexpected assertion, which may well be an evocation of the "Querella de las mujeres" debate: Jesus wants equality for women, which he proved by being born male but of a woman only, thus privileging each gender in a separate way (no. , ). While Jesus's protofeminist comment at rst glance appears simply to be about his parentage, not his gender, we nd in sermon on the Flight to Egypt a strong connection between his unique parentage and his gender identity.
In this sermon, the angels in heaven present an allegorical pageant concerning the biblical episode of the "holy innocents," when Herod ordered all male children the age of Jesus killed in order to eliminate him as a potential political threat. The pageant features a disconcerting scene in which slaughtered babies dance in a ring; the dead infants point to their wounds whenever they execute a dance move directly in front of Jesus. In each case, Jesus responds that he too had been wounded and killed in just the same way, spilling his blood to save his people. Among the dancing babies are some who are female, which Jesus explains by asserting that some girls who had been dressed like boys had been killed by mistake by Herod's soldiers. This evocation of historical tomboys serves a crucial purpose, as it allows Jesus to say that he shed his blood to save women as well as men. Speaking directly to the dead girls, Jesus states: Enjoy yourselves and be merry with me, my sisters, for if you died for me, I also died for you, and I love you greatly and I am fond of you. And I am also a girl like you all, because I'm the son of woman. (no. , , my emphasis)
This astonishing statement -Jesus asserting his gender as female, based on the unique circumstances of his conception -would have had considerable rami cations in Castile in particular, given that in the late fteenth century conversos (converts from Judaism) were believed to promote the heretical belief that God was both male and female. On the other hand, the gendering of Jesus as female while alive would have provided some justi cation for Jesus's choice of Juana as his voice. However, I suggest that this brief claim may have been heard by Juana's contemporaries as Jesus commenting on contemporaneous medico-theological debates: how exactly Jesus could have been born of a woman without the participation of a man was in fact the subject of much speculation by medieval theologians trained in medical theory, that is, natural theology. These debates revolved around the role of Mary's menstrual blood in generating Jesus. According to Aristotle, the mother's menstrual blood provided the fetal body and the male sperm animated it, giving it form. Yet in the case of Jesus's conception, in which there was no male semen, some theologians suggested that the form came from Mary as well, which would have made her both father and mother of the child. Juana's view poses the logical inverse of such questions -if the mother provides the form as well as the matter, the child would end up with a female form.
In addition to the medico-theological context, it is likely that Jesus's claim that he is a girl would have evoked the minor but continuing medieval theological discourse on Jesus as mother found in works ranging from Bernard of Clairvaux through Julian of Norwich, especially since Juana herself espouses it. In Juana's sermon , in which she proposes angels as a third gender, Jesus declares, "I who am your true and benevolent and pious and deeply attached mother, I taught you a law [that was] most rm and strong and good" (Conorte no. , ). Elsewhere Juana plays with this idea, for Jesus calls himself "Our Lady Jesus Christ" [Nuestro Señora Jesucristo], and the text is careful to insist that it was Jesus himself who provided this dualgender nomenclature. In this case, Jesus uses this title to discuss his role in the Trinity as that aspect of divinity which is "more tender and delicate than all the angels and celestial creatures" (no. , ). However, Jesus's assertion to the dead dancing female babies that he is a girl because he was "born of a woman" draws on a di erent context for the consideration of gender than that found in the pan-European discourse of Jesus as mother, because it does not refer to an in nite divinity ful lling the feminine side of a set of gender binaries. Rather, if Jesus is a girl because he was born of a woman, then his claim roots his gender in his human life, not his divine nature, as Graña Cid has also noted.
It would seem that in this scenario Juana is more intrigued by the soteriological consequences of Jesus as a girl than by determining a medical origin for Jesus's gender despite having only one human parent or by Jesus's feminine actions within the Trinity. If, in Juana's vision, Jesus asserts in the same breath that he not only died for the salvation of the massacred girls but is a girl just like them, then the implication is that for salvation to be extended to women, Jesus had to be a woman. The Council of Chalcedon in had established the orthodox de nition of Jesus's nature as fully human, fully divine; through Juana, Jesus clari es that "fully human" means fully male, fully female. Given this assertion in sermon , there is no vocabulary from the Renaissance that can e ectively express Jesus's announcement of his salvi c female gender, for Juana is not presenting Jesus as a hermaphrodite with dual genitalia, nor is Jesus claiming androgyny. Contemporary trans studies, however, does provide a palette of terms that can more closely approximate these visionary claims. One scholar notes that genderqueer, genderless, and bigender are newer terms that are used to describe a gender identity of individuals who do not conform to the traditional gender binary . . . and reject being associated with either gender. . . . [T]hey . . . create . . . a self-identi ed gender identity that, too often, may not t with conventional ways of gender identity conceptualization.
I suggest that among these contemporary terms, "bigender" is a particularly useful option to apply to this scenario, because it signals how Jesus describes himself as providing salvation in gendered ways -male to save males, female to save females -even while not inhabiting "one" gender only.
This theological possibility of a bigender Jesus signi cantly complicates and enriches what can be said about gender in Juana's sermons, for here is a case of a putatively male savior who not only professes a female identity in order to redeem women but also is speaking through the enraptured or unconscious body of a woman whose female gender and mix of secondary sex characteristics were divinely mandated, not naturally developed. Not surprisingly, the bigender Jesus of Juana's sermons explains biblical narratives and describes heavenly feasts and pageants in a wide range of scenarios during which gender binaries are constantly being broken down and gender continuums introduced. However, despite this uidity around gender itself, the gendered interactions in Juana's view of heaven were often insistently heterosexual, though, as we will see below, hardly heteronormative in any contemporary sense of the term.
Gender-uid humanity and divinity
In her studies of queer theology, Marcella Althaus-Reid claims that Christian theology depends on "the presence of a sexual religious imaginary" which has too often focused entirely on regulating nonnormative sexuality. She further names the "omnisexuality of God," and calls for theologians to be attentive to the "hermeneutical lessons . . . drawn from the metaphor of the orgy." Althaus-Reid's enthusiastic smorgasbord of all possible sexualities and genders for God is evocative, particularly when considering an author such as Juana who describes eternal feasts with saints in heaven who periodically dance, kiss, and, at various points, sit on marriage beds (talamos) in all sorts of gender pairings (e.g., Conorte no. , -). Given Juana's reliance on a "gender continuum performance" in heaven, I conclude with a brief exploration of the necessarily related question of sexuality, since such a continuum has implications for the frequent scenarios during the heavenly feasts of physical or romantic interaction between the saints, the beati ed, and a bigender Jesus.
In a sermon on baptism, Juana explains the ritual of making three crosses with oil on the infant's body as the Father receiving the newly baptized as "sons," Jesus receiving them as "wives," and the Holy Spirit receiving them as "friends," speci cally "female friends" [amigas] . Thus souls are male in relation to God, but female in relation to Jesus and the Holy Spirit. Yet if souls are wives of Jesus, this image also introduces sexuality into our gender narrative. Nuns were understood throughout the medieval era as "brides of Christ," and recent work exposes how this term was periodically applied to monks as well. In Juana's sermons, this trope is all the more intriguing when taken into conjunction with understanding Jesus as bigender, that he himself was born female to make salvation available to women. The souls of the newly baptized, at once sons of God and female friends of the Holy Spirit, are married to a bigender Jesus, a point which carries important implication for how sancti ed souls such as the saints relate to the Trinity once in heaven. If all the saints have experienced di erent gender positions in relation to God while alive as a result of their baptisms, it is not surprising that those variations occur in the afterlife, as well. Throughout Juana's sermons, Jesus repeatedly kisses, fondles, dances with, sits on the lap of, and goes into marriage-beds with saints of both genders, but those saints are di erently gendered depending on whether they are relating to God as sons, Jesus as wives, or the Holy Spirit as female friends.
Elsewhere in Conorte, in a novel rendition of Saint Francis as a bride of Christ in sermon , Jesus provocatively requests that Francis bare his chest before asking for his hand in marriage. Francis responds not only by displaying his "nipples" [tetas] but also by a rming he will be a submissive wife, possibly reenvisioning his breasts as secondary characteristics of the female rather than the male gender: to unite and join with me." And Saint Francis responded to him, "Yes, my Lord God, with good will would I be subject and obedient to all which you would want and order, just as does the wife who is subject and obedient to her husband. And with good will will I join with you, just as the wife joins with her spouse. (no. , ).
Jesus then pierces Francis with the stigmata, causing him to faint, in a clear evocation of sexual penetration, as Surtz has pointed out. Yet Francis does not remain female in relation to Jesus, or even his wife. In the next lines, Jesus calls Francis his "male friend" [amigo] and then Jesus asks to be his "son-in-law" [yerno] . Jesus notes that his marriage to Francis had actually occurred long ago when the mendicant order was established and the reenactment in heaven during this sermon would allow Jesus to then marry the entire Franciscan order, both male and female. I argue that in this scenario, Francis's own gender uidity rei es the heterosexuality of marriage, yet his transition from wife to father-in-law implies he himself is bigender, just as the polygamist Jesus is. Thus Jesus's bigender experience is not unique to him (and therefore potentially only a divine way of being human), but rather is a possible -saintly -human experience. With scenarios such as these, this case study of Juana's sermons serves to support and even go beyond the general medieval discourse identied by Rabia Gregory as rejecting the xity of male and female gender roles in the trope of marrying Jesus:
The bride and Christ's un xed, nondualistic gender and identities are emphatically not heteronormative, but, as shall become clear in subsequent chapters, the modern concept of "queer" is not synonymous with the complex theological meanings medieval and early modern Christians found in the spouses' unstable genders.
I would suggest instead that queer and trans theory, while not useful in identifying exact parallels between medieval and contemporary identities, can provide precise terminology to help sift through the "complex theological meanings . . . in the spouses' unstable genders" in which, at least in this instance, bigender is revealed as a norm of human and divine nature. Ultimately, in El libro del conorte, the celestial bodily performances that transgress gender normativity do not simply provide authority for Juana to communicate theology as an uneducated woman, much less a woman with divinely ordained male secondary sex characteristics and thus potentially masculine-of-center. Juana's life and sermons in fact propose a new mystical language of bigender, genderqueer, trans, and intersex, culminating in a gender performance continuum that transgresses and transmutes all boundaries between heaven and earth.
Indeed, Juana formulates a remarkable Renaissance theological imperative to consider how gender dimorphism profoundly limits theological language concerning Jesus's nature, angelic nature, and human nature, a limitation that, it turns out, has not always been a prerequisite in the Catholic religious imaginary. Since Juana counted not only the nuns of her convent but archbishops and royalty among her audience, the heavenly gender panorama that Juana articulated was one that had popular appeal. Yet Juana's portrait of gender uidity, bigender experience, and sexuality in heaven was not only aspirational -an idealized afterlife -but was also a justi cation for her nonbinary gender presentation as a popular female preacher who voiced the male divine in early sixteenth-century Castile.
Notes
This article forms a part of "The Emergence of Spiritual Female Authority," a research project funded by MINECO/FEDER (Ref. FFI --C --P, -) and directed by Rebeca Sanmartín Bastida. Portions of this article were presented at the American Academy of Religion in and the International Medieval Congress in . My thanks to Emily Francomano for her invitation to expand this work in a public talk at Georgetown in , and to Sarah J. Bloesch, Gregory Hutcheson, Rebeca Sanmartín Bastida, Ronald E. Surtz, and the anonymous JMEMS reviewers for incisive comments on earlier drafts. For discussion of the distinctive nature of Castilian devotion in the high and later Middle Ages in comparison to the rest of Europe, particularly the late entry of Passion devotion and the heightened concern with inter-religious interaction, see among others Cynthia Robinson, Imagining the Passion in a Multiconfessional Castile: The Virgin, Christ, Devotions, and The rst page of the manuscript of Juana's sermons asserts: "Here begins the book called Conorte, which was made through the voice of the Holy Spirit who spoke through a woman religious as she was enraptured in contemplation. This speech was made in the person of Our Lord Jesus Christ, who is he who enlightens our hearts and is wont to speak in parables and similes" [Comienza el libro que es llamado Conhorte, el cual es hecho por boca del Espíritu Santo que hablaba en una religiosa elevada en contemplación, la cual habla se hacía en persona de Nuestro Señor Jesucristo, el cual es el que alumbra los corazones y acostumbra a hablar en guras] (Conorte, prologue, : ; Visionary Sermons, ). The next paragraphs o er the book for correction by devout Christians, and a rm that Juana herself had seen the pageants described through her by Jesus. Her semi-autobiography explains how long the raptures lasted and who was in attendance (Vida y n, fols. v -r). ). My thanks to Barbara Mujica for bringing this theory of the soul to my attention. Philosophically speaking, inheritors of the Platonic tradition understood the soul to be genderless, while inheritors of the Aristotelian tradition understood souls to match the gender of the bodies, with female souls having a less rational soul than those of males. Augustine, followed by later theologians, ultimately rejected the idea that a soul had a gender, as that would imply a soul possessing "sexual characteristics." Elizabeth Robertson, "Souls That Matter: The Gendering of the Soul in Piers Plowman," Sex, Gender, and Politics (New York: Routledge, ) , . I will therefore use female pronouns for Juana throughout this article. Note that "trans" and "intersex" are not synonymous, but as we will see below, each is applicable to part of Juana's claimed life experiences. Another term that is proposed in contemporary Christian feminist work is "omnigender," representing a gender continuum beyond binaries or transition between sides of a binary, even approaching a unisex model. See Virginia Ramsay Mollenkott, Omnigender: A Trans-Religious Approach (Cleveland: Pilgrim Press, ), who was, notably, a Milton specialist before (and while) she was a feminist theologian. For a brief overview of these rapidly shifting terms such as "genderqueer" and "bigen- /OBO/ -. This privilege had also been granted to the abbess of Las Huelgas, a signi cant Cistercian convent in Burgos, Spain (Surtz, Guitar of God, -). This play has been discussed numerous times in scholarship on Juana, including Ron-ald E. Surtz, "El libro del conorte" ( ) and the Early Castilian Theater (Barcelona: Puvill, ); and recently in Rebeca Sanmartín Bastida, "La puesta en escena de la historia sagrada a comienzos del siglo XVI: La batalla de los Ángeles en la dramaturgia visionaria de Juana de la Cruz," Renaessanceforum (forthcoming). Evangelista's miraculous literacy is attested to in witness documents collected in the seventeenth-century petition for beati cation. Archivo Vaticano, C. de Ritos, MS . -. , quoted in Inocente García Andrés, "Introduction," in El Conhorte, ed. García Andrés, . "Y el poderoso Dios le respondió con mucho amor: 'Madre mía, un varón tengo empeçado a hazer en esta ora en el qual querría poner mucha parte de mi graçia . . . y por amor de vos señora yo le tornaré mujer para esa obra que vos pedís. . . . y la bienabenturada Juana de la Cruz estaba entonçes en el vientre de su madre empezada a façer varón, tornola muger como pudo y puede haçer como todopoderoso. Y no quiso su Divina Magestad deshazerle una nuez que tenía en la garganta porque fuese testigo del milagro y quando la tornó muger aún no tenía spíritu de vida y, guardándola el poderoso Dios de los peligros que a otras criaturas les suelen acaezer en el vientre de sus madres.' " My transcription and translation, checked against the transcription in the doctoral thesis by Luengo Bálbas, "Sor Juana," : -. Surtz, Guitar of God, . I will problematize "androgyny" as an appropriate term below. . While cross-dressing was understood as a strategy, being "manly" was not necessarily authoritative. For example, Soyer suggests that the ascription of manliness to Queen Isabel was a rejection of her (lesser) female qualities, i.e., a form of misogyny rather than an elevation of indeterminate gender roles (Ambiguous Gender, ). For a consideration of Juana as a dramatic persona in Tirso's plays and in her own writings, see Blanca Oteiza, ed., La santa Juana y el mundo de lo sagrado (New York: IGAS/IDEA, ). "Ennorabuena seays venida hija a esta mi casa entra en ella alegremente pues para ella fuystes criada" (Vida y n, fol. r). For the rest of Juana's life, Mary continued to intervene miraculously by means of other speaking images, apparitions, and responses to Marian devotions, rst to a rm Juana's rapid rise through the ranks to abbess and then to aid her in her leadership. See Jessica A. Boon, "Mother Juana de la Cruz: Mar-ian Visions and Female Preaching," in A New Companion to Hispanic Mysticism, ed. Hilaire Kallendorf (Leiden: Brill, ), -, at -. It is worth noting that Graña Cid characterizes the various episodes in Juana's sermons of women saints dressing as men and male saints with feminine aspects as collectively androgynous, rather than using more speci c terms such as "cross-dressing" or "transgendering" ("Feminidad de Jesucristo," -. Sered catalogues a trend toward women claiming spirit possession and men claiming "ecstatic ights of the soul" or shamanism ( ). Since Juana was taken over by Jesus but saw the heavenly episodes Jesus was describing, she ful lls both sides of this binary as she does others. There are various studies of female trance speakers in modern Christian history; see, for example, Ann Braude, Radical Spirits: Spiritualism and Women's Rights in NineteenthCentury America (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, ). As Newman points out, "Preaching thus emerges as yet another way female demoniacs might imitate saints, the initiative and supernatural knowledge of the (male) spirit in each case overriding gender taboos." Barbara Newman, "Possessed by the Spirit: Devout Women, Demoniacs, and the Apostolic Life in the Thirteenth Century Author(s)," Speculum , no. ): -, at . Some medieval miracle narratives relate a change in gender at baptism after prayer for a son, but none of which I am aware describe God intervening in fetal development. My thanks to an anonymous reviewer for this observation. In premodern medical thinking about hermaphroditism, it was logically possible that, although normally male genitalia emerged in the heat of the womb between twentyseven and forty-ve days after conception, unusually high amounts of heat generated in childhood through excessive exercise might well bring about testicular descent at puberty. Occasional scandals about women who passed as men were justi ed or punished in court based on medical evidence concerning external genitalia, including various famous Spanish cases such as Eleno/a de Cespedes in the sixteenth century and Catalina de Erauso, the Lieutenant Nun, in the seventeenth century. For both gures, see Sherry Velasco, Lesbians in Early Modern Spain (Nashville, Tenn.: Nashville University Press, ), -; for Inquisition cases dealing with a gender continuum, see Soyer, Ambiguous Gender; for a broader context for Eleno/a, see Patricia Simons, The Sex of Men in Premodern Europe: A Cultural History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ), . In the Middle Ages, there had also been signi cant theological re ection on the subject, less concerned with how cases of hermaphroditism might cause external genitalia to alter and more concerned with establishing a singular gender identity in order to determine what the "proper" opposite-gender pairing would be. In the twelfth century, Peter the Chanter was insistent that a hermaphodite's relative heat be determined in order to assign a gender, as sexual "alternation is a sign of sodomy." Quoted in Miri Rubin, "The Person in the Form: Medieval Challenges to Bodily 'Order,' " in Framing Medieval Bodies, ed. Sarah Kay and Miri Rubin (Manchester: Manchester University Press, ), -, at . In other words, being a hermaphrodite was not a sin, but sex with the same gender was. "Born This Way" is the title of a Lady Gaga song released in . Most theologians combined medical theories from Galen, Aristotle, and Avicenna with Augustine's timeline for development: the fetus is a milky mass for six days, blood for nine, turning into esh for thirteen, and its members formed for the next -. The sole exception is Jesus, created fully formed -and fully male -in Mary's womb at the moment of the Annunciation, at least according to the majority of scholastic theologians. For discussion and charts visualizing the range of views on this topic, see Van der Lugt, Le ver, le démon, et la vierge, -. Cadden notes that beards are the principal sign of masculinity, as they are composed of the "residu[e] of the nutritive and generative processes" expelled from the body by heat (Meanings of Sex Di erence, -). For Wilgefortis, see Wallace, "Bearded Woman, Female Christ," -. Wallace proposes "gender crossing" as a term for changes attributed to gender and "gender blending" for "the simultaneity of features in one symbol that are gendered masculine and feminine, as in an image or statue" ( ). Given that Juana experienced a sex change but retained a secondary sex characteristic of the original, the "gender blending" here is literal rather than symbolic. Thanks to Megan Goodwin for the phrase. Personal communication, March , . Very recently, the phrase "gender a rming surgery" has replaced "genderreassignment surgery" as the preferred term, but Juana's case seems to me to merit the older terminology. For that matter, the natural e ects of the miracle, that is, reorganization of Juana's body as more cool and moist and the impact of that humoral balance throughout her life, are perhaps comparable to the e ect of contemporary hormone treatments over time. ), -, at , . Indeed, medical experts recommended some types of men seek masculine women in order to provide a balance of temperaments in their marriages. Velasco, "Hairy Women," ; and Dangler, Making Di erence, . The medical views began to change in the eighteenth century; see Soyer, Ambiguous Gender, . Juana's fetal body was "unmade" in the sense that in Aristotelian and Galenic theory male was considered the ideal body heated to perfection, while the female body was incomplete (and indeed, undercooked -. The name is transcribed as "Laurel" in Vida y n and "Laruel" in the later Libro de la casa. I use Laruel, following the choice of Ronald E. Surtz, the rst to bring Juana to scholarly attention. Although to my knowledge neither name appears as a standard guardian angel appellation before Juana's era, Laruel tells Juana that previously he had been appointed guardian angel to such luminaries as King David and Pope Gregory the Great (Libro de la casa, fol. r). Guardian angels were popular in Spain in the late fteenth century and had their own feast days. Sutton and Visser-Fuchs, "Cult of Angels,"
. For further information see Gabriel Llompart, "El Angel Custodio en la Corona de Aragon en la Baja Edad Media ( esta, teatro, iconogra a)," ), . Keck, Angels and Angelology, . Note that angels with feminized facial features provide a near inverse of a nun with a masculine throat. This ascription of feminized masculinity to angels was not universal in the Renaissance, as Botticelli portrayed angels as female (see Gill, Angels and the Order of Heaven, ). For clothing and colorful wings, see Sutton and Visser-Fuchs, "Cult of Angels," n. , citing Bartholomaeus Anglicus's De natura rerum, who in turn cited Pseudo-Dionysius's Celestial Hierarchy. For discussion of wings, particularly the medieval tendency to portray angelic wings as colorful rather than the modern insistence on plain white, see Sandra Gorgievski, Face to Face with Angels (Je erson, N.C.: McFarland and Company, ), . A few decades before Juana, Lope de Salazar describes his guardian angel as "vn ángel claro, hermoso, cuyo jesto en hermosura s'estrema; su senblante, cuerpo y cara muj gentil" ("Revelación,"
). On this point, see also Eiximenis, Libro de los santos angeles, pt. I, chap. , fol. v. Interestingly, in a text on heaven, the glori ed saints can kiss each other, but quite speci cally the angels cannot. Celso Ma ei, Delitiosa explicatio de sensibilibus deliciis paradisi (Verona, ) , cited in McDannell and Lang, Heaven: A History, . Franciscan scholastics had emphasized that while angels are nourished, they cannot actually eat; instances when they appear to eat are not false since angels by nature cannot deceive, but instead the appearance must serve some revelatory rather than literal purpose (Keck, Angels and Angelology, ). For medieval Spain speci cally, see Eiximenis, Libro de los santos angeles, pt. I, chap. , fol. v; pt. I, chap. , fol. r. Eiximenis, for example, when writing about the duties of angels in the heavens, pro-vides a more contemplative set of scenes, in which the angels are simply praying to, loving, and glorifying God, even when talking amongst themselves (Libro de los santos angeles, pt. V, chap. , fol. r and chap. , fol. r). For discussion of the term "third gender" for medieval contexts, see Murray, "One Flesh," -. "El hombre y la mujer y el angel nunca pueden dejar de vivir y ser permanecientes para siempre . . . en el cielo, ayuntados todos tres . . . en un amor y ayuntamiento y caridad y voluntad, loando . . . a Dios Trino y Uno . . . que los crió vivientes y semejantes a él." For further discussion of this passage in terms of its de nition of human nature, see Angela Muñoz Fernández, "Las mujeres como 'criaturas permanecientes': Género y diferencia sexual a la luz de las narrativas de la creación en la obra de Juana de la Cruz ( -)," in Letras en la celda: Cultura escrita de los conventos femeninos en la España moderna, ed. Nieves Baranda Leturio and María Carmen Marín Pina (Madrid: Iberoamericana, ), -, at . Mary was often considered the mistress or leader of the angels. Keck, Angels and Angelology, , citing Bonaventure. Several scholars have suggested that the emotions of angels are an important entry into understanding medieval a ect; see Keck, -; and Gill, Angels and the Order of Heaven, . This pageant seems to be a logical extension of descriptions of demons and angels ghting over a soul just after death (Keck, Angels and Angelology, ), but I know of no other visionary report of an extensive battle between angels and demons after the initial fall of Lucifer yet before the Last Judgment. For discussion of medieval representation of warring angels, see Gorgievski, Face to Face with Angels, -, -, though the emphasis is on Archangel Michael. For analysis of the ongoing battles between demons and angels in Juana's sermons and the Annunciation play in Libro de la casa, see Sanmartín Bastida, "La puesta en escena." Angels were certainly understood as tools to carry out God's wrath against sinning humans, as described at length in Eiximenis, Libro de los santos angeles, pt. IV, chap.
, fols. v -v. Rather than rescuing souls entirely, angelic intervention in purgatory and hell usually reduced the amount of pain in icted, reduced the time it endured, or sought out prayers by living humans on the behalf of damned souls. See Libro de los santos angeles, pt. IV, chap. , fol. r; Keck, Angels and Angelology, . This episode is mentioned brie y in Graña Cid, "Feminidad de Jesucristo,"
, but under the category of androgyny, not transgender, intersex, or even genderqueer. Note that Mary also claims in this paragraph that she has arrived as a great "medicinebearer and healer of wounds" to save souls [medicinadora y sanadora de llagas] (Conorte, no. , ), a metaphor deployed in medieval texts to describe Mary as a miracle-worker but also to evoke Christ the physician or surgeon as healer of wounded souls. Useful literature on this topic, though focused on medieval England rather than Castile, includes Virginia Langum, " 'The Wounded ), -, . Salamon, Assuming a Body, : "My body schema might be so uid as to include the feather in my hat or the stick I hold. Whatever apparatus I take up and use with or as my body becomes my body" (original emphasis). For Merleau-Ponty's discussion of bodily extension through a blind man's walking-stick, see Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception (New York: Routledge, ), -. Primary sex characteristics were evidently not immutable in the Inquisition cases concerning hermaphrodites cited above, who developed external genitalia at puberty. For a broad de nition of secondary sex characteristics that includes a variety of "bodily indicators" such as haircuts or dieting, see Butler, Undoing Gender, . Vida y n, fols. v -v; discussed in Surtz, Guitar of God, -; Boon, "Introduction," -. For an argument for a gender continuum between Mary and Jesus, therefore between human and divine, that draws on a di erent set of sermons in Juana's Conorte, see Jessica A. Boon, "Christ at Heavenly Play: Christology through Mary's Eyes in the Sermons of Juana de la Cruz ( -)," Archiv für Reformationsgeschichte , no.
-. This is an homage to the feminist tradition of using the term "latin@s" to avoid the gendering required by "latinos" or "latinas," though recently it has been replaced by "latinx" in order to include genderqueer persons. Graña Cid, "Feminidad de Jesucristo," -, . It is worth remembering that, although since Caroline Walker Bynum's early work the "feminization of Jesus" has been a standard scholarly category, the term "feminization" is entirely anachronistic to medieval terminology (Jesus as Mother, -). I argue in turn that terms such as "bigender" can, if used with care and speci city, allow us to unpack what is, at least according to Juana's visions, a densely woven and apparently highly sexualized set of interactions in the afterlife. Keck, Angels and Angelology, -; Gill, Angels and the Order of Heaven, . In addition to Graña Cid's article, "Feminidad de Jesucristo," Pablo Maroto situates Juana in relation to the "dispute over women" in this era. Daniel de Pablo Maroto, "La 'Santa Juana,' mística franciscana del siglo XVI español: Signi cación histórica," Revista de espiritualidad , no. . For comparison, the nearly contemporaneous popular Italian preacher and apocalyptic prophet Girolamo Savonarola had a vision of heaven that includes many infants singing and holding owers; the holy innocents hold red owers to symbolize their wounds, rather than having real marks on their bodies. Savonarola, "Compendium,"
-. "Gozáos y alegráos conmigo, mis hermanas, que si vosotras morísteis por mí, también morí yo por vosotras, y mucho os amo y os quiero. Y también soy niña como vosotras, pues soy hijo de mujer." Graña Cid mentions this episode in "Feminidad de Jesucristo," . Geraldine McKendrick, "The Franciscan Order in Castile, c.
-c. " (Ph.D. thesis, University of Edinburgh, ), . Note that this accusation actually evokes Kabbalistic discussions of divine androgyny or the existence of both male and female within the Se rotic emanations of God. For Juana's use of Jesus as mother, see Rebeca Sanmartín Bastida, La comida visionaria: Formas de alimentación en el discurso carismático femenino del siglo XVI (London: Critical, Cultural and Communications Press, ), -. For discussion of women as "God's mouthpiece" in several Mediterranean cases, including Juana, see Baldridge, Spiritual Androgyny, -. This is a theory posited by Roland de Crémone (thirteenth century); see Van der Lugt, Le ver, le démon, et la vierge, . Note that various Castilian theologians and e ectively be father-in-law to his mother, a particularly unusual form of alternative kinship a liation. One wonders, since Juana does not specify, if Jesus saves women as a woman and men as a man, if he also marries women as a man and men as a woman, and if so, whether Jesus as bigender preserves or complicates heteronormativity. Gregory, Marrying Jesus, , .
